Faction

Harpers

Name

Remallia Haventree
Chaotic good female
moon elf fighter

Interaction
Traits
Ideals

Honest, friendly

Quote

“Our failure would
spell an end to all
beautiful and honest
things.”

Resources

Harper mages and
scouts

Paladins and
healing clerics

Faction

Lords’ Alliance:
Silverymoon
Taern
“Thunderspells”
Hornblade
Lawful good male
human wizard
Ponderous, curious

Lords’ Alliance:
Daggerford
Sir Isteval
Lawful good male
human paladin

Lords’ Alliance: Misty
Forest
King Melandrach
Neutral male wild elf
fighter/druid

Lords’ Alliance:
Waterdeep
Lady Laeral
Silverhand
Chaotic good female
human wizard

Zhentarim

Metallic Dragons

Rian Nightshade
Lawful evil female
tiefling warlock

“Elia”
(Otaaryliakkarnos)
Lawful good female
silver dragon

Quiet, arrogant

Quiet, curious

Logic, greater good
“Calculated risks are
necessary to win this
war, and no one is
likely to emerge
unscathed.”

Honorable, wise,
dour
Tradition, honor
“Against Tiamat, we
either stand together
or fall alone. Who
will stand with
Cormyr?”

Balance, nation
“We elves were once the
greatest civilization to grace
Faerun, and my people are
heir to that history. I will not
squander our waning
strength.”

Creativity, respect
“We cannot stop
what we do not
understand.”

The Knights in Silver
(army of Silverymoon)
& Silverymoon
conscript troops

The might of Cormyr,
including Purple
Dragon Knights &
War Wizards

Elven eldritch knights

Waterdeep’s army
and conscript troops

Polite, mercantile,
ruthless
Logic, greed
“I’m certain we can
come to an
agreement that all
parties will favor.
But if not, we have
other means of
settling the issue.”
Assassins and
mercenaries

Benevolent,
superior, anti-dwarf
Guidance, alliance
“The dragons may
not succeed alone.
An alliance will
reduce casualties for
all—but we must be
sure of the leaders’
intent.”
Metallic dragons

Name

Interaction
Traits
Ideals
Quote

Resources

Freedom, respect

Order of the
Gauntlet
Ontharr Frume
Lawful good male
human paladin
Friendly, hottempered
Responsibility,
greater good
“The strong must
defend the weak,
whatever the cost.”

Emerald Enclave

Lords’ Alliance:
Neverwinter
Lord Dagult
Neverember
Lawful neutral male
human fighter
Honest, proud of himself

“In all good hearts
is a spot of
darkness, and in all
tragedy is a
glimmer of light.”

Lords’ Alliance:
Dwarves of the North
Amb. Connerad
Brawnanvil
Lawful good male shield
dwarf fighter
Hot-tempered,
suspicious
Honor, respect, selfsufficiency
“A sturdy axe, a strong
hand to hold it, and a
straight fight are all we
dwarves need to end
this little problem.”

Druids, treants,
and good- and
neutral-aligned
lycanthropes

Dwarf soldiers and
dwarf-forged
armaments and siege
weapons

Neverwinter conscript
troops and mercenaries
from around the world

Delaan
Winterhound
Neutral good male
half-elf ranger
Quiet, passionate
Balance, life

Moderation,
responsibility
“The commoners
need strong leaders to
protect them—and to do
what must be done even
when it is distasteful.”

Lords’ Alliance:
Baldur’s Gate
Marshal Ulder
Ravengard
Lawful neutral male
human fighter
Honest, disciplined,
ambitious
Responsibility, glory
“I am trusted with
protecting thousands of
lives, and I will not
betray that trust no
matter what my personal
desires.”
Flaming Fist warriors
and expert advisers to
train conscript troops

